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Abstract
In the paper, we present a new method of converting a
photo image to a synthesized painting image following the
painting style of an example painting image.
The proposed
method uses a hierarchical and adaptive patch-based approach to both the synthesis of painting styles and
preservation of scene details.
 This approach can be
summarized as follows.
The input photo image is represented as a set of patches divided adaptively using a
distance transform technique.
Then the mapping between
the input photo and example painting images is efficiently
inferred using Bayesian belief propagation recursively.
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Introduction

An important task ofcomputer vision and/or pattern
recognition is to render an image in a different style. For
example, one may want to modifyimage appearance into
a more artistic one, while preserving the content. For this
problem, given an input image (photograph) and a source
image (painting), we want to estimate an underlying image which has the content of the input image and the
painting style ofthe source image (Figure 1). This estimate is important for various vision problems; for
example photograph-painting discrimination (differentiating paintings from photographs), image restoration, and
image super-resolution (estimating high frequency details
from a low-resolution image).
Several researchers have appliedstatistical learningapproaches to the image translation problem. Typically, the
input andinferredimages are devidedinto spartiallyoverlapping patches (local images), and each inferred image
patch is connected to its corresponding input image patch
andto its spatial neighbors basedon a Markovassumption
[1]. Then, eachpatchofthe inferredimage is estimatedby
learning the network parameters using Bayesian belief
propagation [4], but this approachrequires an aligned image pair consistingofthe original andtranslatedversion of
an image for training, despite that an alignedimage pair is
not often available. Recently, an extension ofthe previous
methods was developed byRosales et al [3]. Theyused a
finite set ofpatch transformations to remove this limitation. Their method requires only one image with the
desired style (i.e., source image) instead ofa pair ofperfectly aligned original/translated images. One common
disadvantage ofthe above methods is that theyare limited
to an image representation based on a set ofuniformly
sized patches, since eachpatchis assigned to one node of
a single Markov network based on a four-connected
neighborhood. In this case, patchsize uniformitymaylead
to a significant decrease in image quality;for example
relatively larger patches (low-resolution patches) are
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Figure . Input, source andoutput images.
mappedto highfrequencydetails (e.
g.
, edges) ofthe input
image (Figure 2: left) or, for too small sized patches
(high-resolution patches), the painting style ofthe source
image may not appear in the output image (Figure 2:
right). Our approach, applyingbeliefpropagation basedon
the Markov assumption, is somewhat similar to those of
previous learning-basedmethods. However, our algorithm
builds multiple Markovnetworks to solve the above problem.
We propose a hierarchical and adaptive technique that
converts an input image to a synthesized image following
the style ofa source image. The input image is represented
as a non-uniform adaptive patch resolution using a
multi-level hierarchy of uniform patches based on an
edge-based distance transform [2]. Each ofthe new images is generated by solving the corresponding Markov
network from the coarser levels to the finer levels. We
applybeliefpropagation in eachMarkovnetwork.
Our method has similarities to the hierarchical and
patch-based method of Wang et al. [4]. However, our
method is fully automatic;their method must manually
segment the input image into regions, as well as select
stroke textures from a source image. The goal of our
methodis to render a new image in the style ofthe source
image while preserving the edges and details ofthe input
image. We present several synthesized images that are
comparedto the input andsource images.

Figure . Images rendered using uniformly sized
patches (left: large sized (low-resolution)
patches, right: small sized (high-resolution)
patches).
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ImageTranslation byBeliefPropagation

2.1 Formulation
We divide the input and output images into a set of
overlapping N u N block images and then we decompose
each block image into the length (called the block inten2
sity) and the normalized unit length N dimensional vector
(called the block pattern vector). Also, we extract a set of
N u N normalized block images from the source image.
The similarity between two block images is defined as the
Euclidian norm between their block pattern vectors. Then,
we assign each block of the output image to one network
node. At each node, we select as candidates a set of (10 or
15) block pattern vectors from source image which are the
most similar to the corresponding block of the input image.
We find the best candidates & ^x 1 ,  , x N ` from the
finite set of candidates based on the framework of discrete
optimizaation.
Now, we define the cost function to be minimized is defined as follows:

Figure 3. Markov network used for belief
propagation

where

\ ( xi , x j )

is defined as:

We connect each block image to its spatial neighbors
(Figure 3) and then find the following solution


where k TWPUQXGTCNNPQFGPGKIJDQTUQHPQFGj 
k
CPF M j KUVJGOGUUCIGHTQOPQFGk VQPQFG j 
k
We calculate M j from:

where K is a weighting factor, and the first term
cost1 () prevents the same patterns from being assigned
to neighboring nodes as follows:



~l

where (i , j ) indicates neighboring nodes i and j .
G (, ) is the delta function.
The second term cost 2 () enforces the constraint that
the corresponding pixel values in the overlap region between neighbors agree as follows:.

l

where M
~ kk is M k from the previous iteration. The
initial M j ‘s are set column vectors of 1’
s, of the dimensionality of the variable x j . While the expression for the
joint probability does not generalize to a network with
loops, we nonetheless found good results using these update rules.
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where \ (, ) is defined as:

Extendingto AdaptiveImageTranslation

The methods in the previous section is limited to an image representation based on a set of uniformly sized
patches. this may lead to a significant decrease in image
quality. We propose a image translation method of generating a non-uniform adaptive patch resolution using a
multi-level hierarchy of uniform patches based on an
edge-based distance transform.

where xij is the vector representing a set of the pixels
belonging to node i , overlapping with node j .  is
the Euclid norm.

2.2 BeliefPropagation

3.1 AdaptiveBlockRearrangement on
DistanceTransform

In our work, we find an approximate solution to the optimization problem with a Bayesian belief propagation [6]
[10]. Solving the above problem is equivalent to maximizing the joint probability based on a Markov random
field as:

We provide a detailed description of different levels of
resolution by using image blocks of different sizes. The
detailed procedure is described in the following, together
with an example illustrated in Figures 4-5.
1. Estract edges from the input image (Figure 4(a)).
2. Compute the distance transform of the binary
image (edge points and non-edge points) (Figure
4(b)).
3. Divide initially the distance transformed image
into the overlapping block images (Section 2).
4. Subdivide recursively each block image into four
overlapping block images (Figure 5) until the
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5.

average pixel values within a block image is less
than the user-defined threshold.
Divide the original input image using the obtained block images (Figure 4(c)).

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Hierarchical image translation
where cost1 () , cost 2 () and K are the same as those
of Section 2.1. cos t 3 () is given by
(a)

(b)

(1)

where  k ! means that k-th image block x k and
y (01) have overlapping,
yk(1) is the overlapping region with
(1)
(1)
x k , I ( xk , yk ) is the squired error (Figure 6(a)).
Then, we estimate x̂1 by maximizing

(c)
Figure 4. Reconstruction of block images.

3.2 Successive Belief Propagation

where
tively,

In this section, applying successively the belief propagation for the multi-level hierarchy of uniform blocks, we
will synthesize painting styles while preserving scene details.
(0)
(0)
First, for a set, {xˆ1 ,  , xˆ P } , of blocks comprising
the lowest resolution, we use the belief propagation
scheme described in Section 3.1 (Figure 5(a)). For the
resulting region y 0 , we transform the next lowest resolution by solving

xi and yi denote as xi(1) and y i(1) , respec)( x k , y k ) is given by

(a)

(b)
Figure . Markov network used for belief propagation
in high resolution region

Figure 5. Recursive division for patches
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The estimate is obtained by solving

where k runs over all node neighbors of node
M kj is the message from node
k to node j 
k
We iteratively calculate M j from:
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The resulting region is then merged to y 0 (Figure 6(b)).
The above procedure is performed from low resolution to
higher resolution until the whole region is transformed.
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We have proposed a hierarchical and adaptive technique
to convert an input image to a synthesized image following the style of a source image. One of disadvantages of
the conventional image translation methods is that they
are limited to an image representation based on a set of
uniformly sized patches, and it may lead to a significant
decrease in image quality. To overcome this problem, we
have employed a multiresolution analysis approach. As
future works we plan to extend our framework to 3D art.
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Results

All the following synthetic images have been generated
using the overlapping width l0 2 and the initial block
size N 0 26 . Given the top input image (Lena) and the
middle left source image (Gogh: Self-Portrait), the synthetic images at the bottom left and the top right of Figure
7 have been generated using our algorithm and the conventional method [3], respectively. Also, the second
synthetic image at the bottom right of Figure 8 has been
generated from the top input image and the middle right
source image (Cezanne: Mont Sainte-Victoire). Finally,
the synthetic image at the bottom of Figure 8 has been
generated from the top input image and the middle source
image (Monet: The Japanese Bridge).



Conclusion



Figure .Experim entalresult.

Figure 8.Experim entalresult.
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